Samsung Cloud displays build the next generation
schools at Aledo Independent School District

Overview

About the client

Challenge

Business issue
As the enrollment rate at the Aledo
School Distric has been increasing
constantly, the district needed to build
a new school for freshmen, which
provides and deploys end-clients and
new computing infrastructure with tight
resources and budget.

The Aledo Independent School District
(AISD) is a public school district,
located about 50 miles west of
Dellas, Texas in the United States. The
Aledo Independent School District has
about 4,700 students in nine schools.
Last year, 93% of Aledo’s high school
graduates went on to college.

With the mission of helping all of its
students develop their full pontential
intellectually, physically, and socially
in order to be responsible citizens
and contributing members of society.
Aledo’s enrollment had been rising
steadily for many years and the
physical capacity of its high school
(9th-12th graders) was running out
to hold more students. The Aledo
Independent School District deciede to
build a sperate school for 9th graders.
However, the IT department was
challenged with providing the
computing infrastructure for the new
school since they had to deploy and
support over 400 end-clients in the
new school with the 20% reduced
operating budget, while the traditional
PC-based approach would be too
costly and labor-intensive.

Solution
Deploying 400 Samsung SyncMaster
Cloud displays connected to VMware
View desktop virtualization platform,
and hosted servers and storage
Results
Upon implementation, Aledo School
District experience easy installation of
Samsung Cloud displays and the fast
deployment time with dramatically
reduced support calls, power
consumption and the total costs of
operation (TCO).

“Deploying a Samsung Cloud
display was as easy as installing
a monitor. Instead of spending 90
minutes for a PC deployment, we
were out of there in just 5 minutes.”
-Mr. Brooks Moore,
Manager of Technology Services,
Aledo School District
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5 minute deployment and easy
maintenance

Solution
The AISD IT department decided to deploy a Virtualization
Desktop Infrastructure (VDI) platform with Samsung Cloud
displays and VMware.

Instead of imaging 400 PCs, we now have five master
images and assign them to each user based on their
needs.

Samsung Cloud displays are a whole new class of integrated
monitors specially designed for desktop virtualization and
cloud computing. With a Samsung Cloud display installed,
there is no need to install separate PC or thin-and zeroclient since Samsung Cloud displays have the thin-and
zero-client technology embedded in the monitor. With the
Cloud displays, students can log in from any Cloud display
and access their authorized applications and data files from
a slim, clutter-free and energy-efficient monitor.

Mr. Brooks Moore, Manager of Technology Services

The “resource-lite” nature of Cloud displays reduces support
calls for the IT staff. The new school generates fewer
support calls per month compared to other schools. The
lower support call volume not only reduces IT support strain,
but also provides higher uptime for the students. In
addition, the Samsung Cloud displays help reduce the
power consumption, causing lower total operational costs.
AISD estimates that the 400 Cloud displays use 60% less
electricity than traditional PCs with monitors.

With Samsung Cloud displays, managing the end-client
infrastructure is easy. With traditional desktop PCs,
keeping malware and viruses off the computers was a
constant challenge. With virtual desktops, it is much easier
to protect computers from the viruses securely with less
labor-required for the maintenance.

“What’s genius about the solution is that we ‘destroy’
the student’s session as soon as he or she logs off
and it automatically deletes everything that the
student has done- good or bad”
Mr. Brooks Moore, Manager of Technology Services
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Optimized desk space with the reduced
clutter, noise, and power consumption

Benefits

Samsung Cloud Display

The Samsung Cloud displays provide the students and faculty with several key advantages:

The Samsung Cloud displays are the world’s first integrated
monitors with thin-client and zero-client technology directly
embedded within the displays. Built to professional-grade
standards for quality, ergonomics and durability, Samsung
Cloud displays provide a VDI that improves efficiency and
productivity. Thin- and zero-client displays free up
workspace by reducing cable clutter and eliminating the
need for desktop PCs.

•

More desk space: The all-in-one Cloud displays take
up very little desk space so the students have more
room for books and papers

•

Less clutter, heat and noise: Cloud displays have
fewer cables, generate very little heat and less noise
compared to the traditional desktop PCs

•

Green Computing: Cloud displays help AISD use less
than 40 Watts of electricity each, compared to 200
Watts or more for a desktop PC with a monitor.

Samsung Cloud displays offer the following features:

“Based on our experience, over the next 5 years up
to 90% of the end-clients at Aledo will be thin clients.
As long as the price point continues to be competitive,
we will definitely purchase more Samsung Cloud
devices in the future.”

•

Increase mobility and efficiency through a VDI with
advanced connectivity

•

Improve productivity by uncluttering the workspace and
incorporating an ergonomic workstation design

•

Optimize IT strategies to protect company data and
systems from security threats

•

Streamline the IT environment with a VDI to reduce
costs, keep systems up-to-date, improve management,
and meet regulatory compliance requirements.

Mr. Brooks Moore, Manager of Technology Services

Figure 1. Samsung Cloud Display improves productivity with uncluttering, and
desktop infrastructure to VDI easily
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Legal and additional information

About Samsung Electronics Co., Ltd.
Samsung Electronics Co., Ltd. is a global leader in
semiconductor, telecommunication, digital media and
digital convergence technologies with 2011 consolidated
sales of US$143.1 billion. Employing approximately
222,000 people in 205 offices across 71 countries,
the company operates two separate organizations to
coordinate its nine independent business units: Digital
Media & Communications, comprising Visual Display,
Mobile Communications, Telecommunication Systems,
Digital Appliances, IT Solutions, and Digital Imaging; and
Device Solutions, consisting of Memory, System LSI and
LCD. Recognized for its industry-leading performance
across a range of economic, environmental and social
criteria, Samsung Electronics was named the world’s most
sustainable technology company in the 2011 Dow Jones
Sustainability Index. For more information, please visit
www.samsung.com.
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Samsung Electronics Co., Ltd.
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www.samsung.com

For more information
For more information about Samsung Cloud displays, visit
www.samsung.com/monitor.
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